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5015 - GROWTH MODELS

BC Calculus

Exponential Growth

Key Phrase: Unbounded Growth

Rate of Growth Function:

Number (Quantity) Function:

((K =

(( C =  

Development of the Quantity Formula:

Rate of Growth Function:

The rate of growth is proportional to the quantity present

Example 1:

The rate of increase of the population is proportional to the current 

population. In 1950 the population was 50,000 and in 1980 it was 

75,000.

a). If y is the population in t years since 1950, (1950 = 0),

express y as a function of t.

b). Find what the population would be in the year 2010.
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Example 2:

The rate of decay of radium is proportional to the amount present at any 

time. The half- life of radium is 1690 years and 20mg of radium are 

present now.

a) If y milligrams of radium will be present in t years from now,

express y as a function of t.

b) Find how much radium will be present 100 years from now.

Example 3:

A colony of bacteria was started in a culture and grew 

exponentially. The number N of bacteria is counted each hour. 

At hour two there were 151 bacteria and at hour 5 there were 

297 bacteria.

a). Write an exponential model for the population of bacteria.

b) Use the model to determine the time required for the population 

to quadruple 

THE LAW OF 72  (or  70)

The amount of time required for an investment to double is modeled 

by 

70 and 72 are “friendly” numbers (with many factors) near 69; 

therefore, dividing these numbers by the interest rate (%) gives an 

approximate years required for a investment to double 

4% doubles in _______ years         8% doubles in _______ years  

( An increase if 1 % decreases the time by approx. ___________ %)
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Inhibited Growth

Key Phrase: Bounded Growth

Rate of Growth Function:

Number (Quantity) Function: Alternate Form of

Newton’s Law of Cooling)

(( C =  

(( yo =

(( L = 
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Development of the Quantity Formula:

Rate of Growth Function:                      [[  Using ( L - y ) ]]  

The rate of growth is proportional to the difference between the limiting number and the quantity present

Example 3: part 
Management at a factory has found that the maximum number of units a 

worker can produce is 80 units/day and that the rate of growth in 

competency is proportional to the difference in the current production 

level and that maximum number.

The employee produces 20 units the first day and 50 units/day after 

being on the job 10 days.

Find the numbers needed to create the equations.

Example 3: part a & b)
Management at a factory has found that the maximum number of units a 

worker can produce is 80 units/day and that the rate of growth in 

competency is proportional to the difference in the current production 

level and that maximum number.

The employee produces 20 units the first day and 50 units/day after 

being on the job 10 days.

a & b)   Find Q(t) <the learning curve Quantity equation>

and R(t) < the Rate of Growth equation>

Example 3: part c)
Management at a factory has found that the maximum number of units a 

worker can produce is 80 units/day and that the rate of growth in 

competency is proportional to the difference in the current production 

level and that maximum number.

The employee produces 20 units the first day and 50 units/day after 

being on the job 10 days.

c) How many units is the employee expected to produce after 

30 days?
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Example 3: part d)
Management at a factory has found that the maximum number of units a 

worker can produce is 80 units/day and that the rate of growth in 

competency is proportional to the difference in the current production 

level and that maximum number.

The employee produces 20 units the first day and 50 units/day after 

being on the job 10 days.

d) Using a graphing calculator, Graph Q (t). Use [TRACE] to

find when the employee should be expected to work

at a maximum level. (Confirm your results analytically.)

Example 4: Newton’s Law of Cooling

An object is in a room of temperature  35 o and the object cools 

from 120 o to  60 o in 40 minutes,

a) Use Newton’s Law of Cooling to find the equation

b) Find the temperature of the object after 100 minutes

c) Find when the object will reach 45 degrees.

Logistic Growth
Key Phrase: Combined Growth

idea:    small y

large y

Rate of Growth Function:

(( L =

Number (Quantity) Function: (( k =

(( y0 =

(( C = 

Development of the Formula:     

Leave TWO pages for the formula  development . . . . . . . . . . . . 

THE CALCULUS:

Maximum Rate of Change:

End Behavior: 

( )lim
x → ∞
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Converting - Parts:

( ).0015 150            (0) 30
dy

y y y
dt

= − =

Normal: ( ).0003 1000            (0) 61
dy

P P P
dt

= − =

a) Find the Limiting Number (Carrying Capacity)

b) Find the number of people infected when the virus is growing the fastest.

c) Find the rate of growth of the population.

d) Find the rate the population is growing when it is growing the fastest.

e) Find the Number (Quantity) Function:

Alternate forms of the Formula:

Rate of Growth Function:

(( K2 = 
2 1

dy y
K y

dt L

 
= − 

 

.08 1            (0) 100
1000

dy y
y y

dt

 
= − = 

 

Converting - Parts:

Normal:

Alternate: .07 1            (0) 10
100

dy y
y y

dt

 
= − = 

 

2.01 .0002            (0) 2
dy

y y y
dt

= − =Alternate:

Normal:
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Converting - Parts:
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Normal:

a) Find the Limiting Number (Carrying Capacity)

b) Find the number of people infected when the virus is growing the fastest.

c) Find the rate of growth of the population.

d) Find the Rate of Growth function.

e) Find the rate the population is growing when it is growing the fastest

Converting - Parts:

Alternate:
4.8 .07
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Example  Logistic (a):
On a college campus of 5,000 students, one student returns from vacation 

with a contagious flu virus…

a). If the flu is spreading at a rate of 20 students per day when 25

students have the flu…

Write a mathematical model, R(y) expressing the rate

at which the virus is spreading.

Example Logistic (b):  < work independently of a>
On a college campus of 5,000 students, one student returns from vacation 

with a contagious flu virus…

b). If 54 people have the flu on day 5….

Write a mathematical model, Q(t) describing the quantity of

people who have the flu on a given day.


